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INTRODUCTION

Landing Gear Pressure Controller (LGPC) is a Wi-Fi based system that allows control and
management of Pressure/Pump operation for several Landing Gear systems found on
experimental airplanes, such as hydraulic pumps systems found on the Lancair and Velocity
airplanes.

Live Pressure information can be seen using any Wi-Fi enabled device (Phone / Tablets / PC).
Additionally, this edition includes two 0-5V Analog Output channels, these channels can be
connected to an EMS (Engine Monitoring System) / EFIS that interface with general purpose
analog inputs such as pressure sensors or temperature sensors.  Any general purpose sensor
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analog input channel that can be configured to display a low and high limit across the 0-5V
analog input works with the provided two channels.

The Wi-Fi Interface allows adjusting the pressure set point for the pump to start & stop, along
with triggering the pump to operate.

This system replaces the commonly used Pressure Switches with two Pressure Sensors
allowing for better control, adjustment, add-on features, several protection barriers, including
runaway pumps. These pressure sensors can also be installed/attached anywhere within the
hydraulic plumbing.

CONNECTIONS

The unit comes with a DB15 crimp type connector.
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15-Pin Connector

PIN FUNCTION

1 (Input) +12V. Airplane +12V. The controller requires less than 100mA to
operate. The controller must be powered from the same main line powering
the pump or the Gear Switch

2 (Input) From Gear Switch (UP). This is the line coming from the gear
switch UP. On existing installations, this line is connected to the High-Side
Pressure Switch. This is normally coming from your Air-Safety switch or
speed-switch.  Use the wire connected to the High-Side Pressure Switch.

3 (Output) To High-Side SSR. Output wire which triggers the High-Side
Solenoid or Relay. On existing installations, this is the other wire connected
to the High-Side Pressure Switch which runs the High-Side SSR/Solenoid.
The system internal SSR is capable of 1.0A output as it is designed to be
used with Solid State Relay or small Relay that triggers a larger contactor
or large solenoids. Do not power the pump directly from this output.

4 (Input) From Gear Switch (Down). This is the line coming from the
gear switch Down position. On existing installations, this line is connected
to the Low-Side Pressure Switch. Use the same wire connected to the
Low-Side Pressure Switch.

5 (Output) To Low-Side SSR. Output wire which triggers the Low-Side
Solenoid or Relay. On existing installations, this is the other wire connected
to the Low-Side Pressure Switch which runs the Low Side SSR/Solenoid.
The system internal SSR is capable of 1.0A output as it is designed to be
used with Solid State Relay or small Relay that triggers a larger contactor
or large solenoids. Do not power the pump directly from this output.

6 (Input) Additional GND (Internally connected to Pin 9), leave
unconnected or used for Sensors Ground point. (Was not available on
Bluetooth edition)
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7 (Input) High-Side Pressure Sensor Signal. Connect this pin to the
output wire of the High-Side Pressure Sensor (sensor not included).

8 (Input) Low-Side Pressure Sensor Signal. Connect this pin to the
output wire of the Low-Side Pressure Sensor (sensor not included).

9 (Input) GND.  Connect this pin to airplane GND.

10 (Output) +5V output. Join both Pressure Sensors Red wires together
and attach to this pin.  (Assuming Sensors require +5V DC supply), if
Sensors require +12V supply, connect directly to +12V source and leave
this pin unconnected.

11 (Output) 0-5V Analog Output for Up side Pressure

12 (Output) 0-5V Analog Output for Down side Pressure

13 No Connection

14 No Connection

15 No Connection

PRESSURE SENSORS

The Pressure Sensors are not
provided with the Controller.

The Controller is able to detect and
operate with the following sensors type:

- Sensor output 0.5V - 4.5V
- Maximum Sensor pressure can

be up to 5000 PSI.
- Sensor Power Supply, either 5V

or 12V.  If 5V DC is required, the
Controller provides 5V DC & GND
pins.

These types of sensors include three
wires.  Red & Black are for power, the
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3rd wire is the sensor output signal.

Electrical Cable Connection:
RED : +5v (input)
BLACK : GND (Ground)
Green/Yellow /Blue : Signal (output).

NOTE : If both sensors require 5VDC for power supply, connect both RED
together to the controller +5Vdc output (Pin 10). Connect both BLACK lines
together to Pin 6 or airplane ground directly.

Wi-Fi SYSTEM

Use your device Wi-Fi Search and look for LG_xxxxxx

The default SSID (Wi-Fi Access Point) is: LG_xxxxxx
The default Wi-Fi Password: lgpcwifi

The _xxxxxx is the unique serial number of the unit.

The Wi-Fi System is designed for the Phone screen, but can be used with PCs and Tablets such
as iPads.   Multiple devices can connect at the same time if required

Once connected, use your device Browser (Safari / Chrome / others) to connect to the
Controller.

Use 192.168.10.1 as the IP in the Browser page.

Save the page into your Browser Bookmarks for easy access later on.
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Wi-Fi MAIN PAGE

The main Wi-Fi Page shows the entire status of the
system:

- Gear Switch position.
- Pressure on both sides
- Pump Status (On / Off / Cooling)
- Saved Settings for each set point
- Any Errors such as Sensor Errors
- Halt Error if the system started (powered up)

with the Gear detected in Up position.

Menu buttons are shown here to access the
Settings Page and other features.

This page is automatically refreshed.  There is no
need to manually refresh this page to update the
data.

You need to manually refresh this page if you
changed any Settings to confirm the main controller
accepted and changed the Settings.  The Set points
shown are retrieved from the saved memory of the
Pump Controller and not the Wi-Fi Controller, and
this confirms the settings are updated if changed.

These settings are saved and used for subsequent
power-up.  There is no need to restart the system
when a setting is changed.

First Setup: Add Sensors.  Use the
Pressure Settings page to input the
Sensor's Max Pressure and enable
the system.  Depending on the pressure range for each sensor,
the Controller needs to be able to correctly detect the sensor’s
signal output across its range.   Refresh the Main page to confirm
the Controller accepted the value, and it is shown at the bottom
of the first page.
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PRESSURE SETTINGS

Default Settings probably works directly with most
types of installations.   This page allows changing
all the required settings.

The Settings are checked first before it is passed to
the Pump Controller side of the system.   If the
Save Button is not working, it means an error
detected with one of the settings, such as:

- The input data is not a number.
- The input number is too high > 2000 for

example.
- The Re-Start point can not be higher than

the Stop point.

The Maximum Run Time is to “Cool” the pump if it's
running for that period of time.  On most airplanes;
it takes 12-15 seconds for the pump to raise or
lower the gear fully.  The default setting is 20
seconds.  This can be adjusted if desired.

The system stops the pump after it has been
running for this amount of seconds and waits the
same amount of time before restarting it.

The Pressure Buffer (not shown on photo) setting
allows more precise control of the Stop points.  Due
to the fact that such Landing Gear installations in
Lancair / Velocity uses a low-volume of oil along
with small diameter plumping and the fact the pump
winds down after power is removed; the pressure
jumps fast; almost 200 PSI in just a few
milliseconds once the gear is up.  The Buffer
Setting tells the Controller to Stop power to the
pump before it reaches the set point.  For example; if the Stop point is 1200 PSI.  Buffer
Settings is 100 PSI.  The Controller stops the pump when it detects 1100 PSI reached.

Note that if you input a high set point for Stop (such as 1200 for Low-Side); your pump will not
stop if the PRV (Pressure Relief Valve) inside the pump is set to open at 900 PSI.  As the
pressure is never reached.    Tighten the PRV inside the pump itself or lower the settings.
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FORCE RUN
This option allows manually forcing the pump to run regardless of the pressure readings.  (20
milliseconds burst each click)

This solves the issue of the pump not starting after a flight and both sides have pressure.

You can only force the pump to run in the direction of the Gear Switch. Run Up does not work
if the Gear Switch is on the Down side, and visa-versa.

This also can be used to force a higher pressure on the same side to see if this will aid in
closing the inner doors and to test which pressure is suitable to be set.

Wi-Fi SETTINGS

You can change the default LG_xxxxxxx Controller network name with any other name, such as
your Tail-Number.    When changed, the system will restart, look for the new name.

For Network names, 4-15 standard A-Z characters are allowed.

For Password change, 8-20 Standard characters with numbers allowed.

Note, this is case-sensitive.

When changing the password, please make sure at least one of your devices
(phone or iPad) saves the new password and can connect to the unit again
without asking for the password.  If you forget the new password, the only way to
reset it is either by using a device (phone or iPad) that saved the password and
reset using this page or by returning the unit back for firmware re-programming.
We have no way of knowing your new password if you are unable to connect to
the unit.

ANALOG OUTPUT
Enable this output in the Pressure Settings page.  Once enabled, the system outputs linear 0.5V
→ 4.5V voltage on these pins.  0.5 indicates 0 PSI.  4.5V indicates Max sensor pressure as
setup.  Use the Calibrate Analog Output to measure the voltage at the end of the cable to be
connected to the EMS or measuring unit.
For example, If the measured voltage is 0.4V when 0.5V is selected, use that for 0 PSI in the
EFIS setup page.  If the measured voltage is 4.6V when 4.5V is selected, use the measured
voltage for Max pressure PSI display in the EFIS sensor setup page.
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First Run Checklist & Test Procedure

❏ Controller, Solenoid & Pump MUST be powered from the same line. (if the controller
is powered off, the pump & solenoids/SSR must also be powered off)

❏ Keep Pump breaker out (off) while installing (Even though the master switch will be off,
sometimes you may need to put the master switch on to test lines or to identify the gear lever
lines), if gear lever line using the same breaker as pump, do not connect the pump power lines to
the solenoids/SSR till the last end)

❏ Airplane MUST be on jacks before the first power-run. (Double check all three wheels
can move freely and clearly raised above ground) (All the list to be done on jacks)

❏ Place the gear lever on the down position.

❏ Make sure the air-speed gear safety switch is bypassed temporarily.

❏ Close the dump valve. (Double-check the dump valve is closed as it's normally opened to be
able to release pressure from the hydraulic lines for maintenance and installation)

❏ Switch on Master switch, then push Pump circuit breaker in (On)

❏ If the system has not been set up yet with the Sensors maximum pressure; the
controller will not operate the pump until it is set up with the installed Sensors.
Connect to Wi-Fi and add Sensors maximum pressure.  Note, Pump will start
working directly so the airplane must be on jacks during this setup.

❏ The controller should start the pump within one to two seconds after the first run.
(This is because the line is 0 PSI and this will pump the pressure up on the low-side.  This should
just take a few seconds, then the pump should stop.  If the pump is still running after 5 seconds or
more, then 1) there is a leak or 2) dump valve is still opened, or 3) Sensors are swapped,
meaning the low-side circuit is monitoring the high-side sensor, and it's not seeing pressure going
up)

❏ Connect to the Wi-Fi System and load the Main Page

❏ Check Low-Side Pressure.  No need to fine tune the pressure yet.

❏ Check Page shows correct Gear Lever Status (Down)

❏ Move Gear Lever to UP position (Pump should run and gear should start retracting)
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❏ Move Gear Lever to Down position to lower the gear.

❏ Test Run time. (Default is 20 sec which should be plenty of time for most installation, adjust if
needed) With the gear in the Down position, and pressurized. Open the dump valve and
keep it opened, the pump should start running, it will continue running for 20 sec and
then a Pump Cooling message should appear in the App.  Pump will stop for the same
amount of Run time, then starts again and so on.  When it starts again, just close the
dump valve, the pump will pressurize the low-side and stop.

❏ Test Safety Gear Up detection With the gear in the Down position and pressurized.
Switch off the airplane Master Switch.  Release the pressure by opening the Dump
valve, this is to show the Controller did not run the pump even to pressurize the
low-side).  Then Put the Gear Lever in the UP position.  Now put the airplane Master
Switch On.  Nothing should happen, Run the App, it should show the screen that UP
position was detected and its halted.  Put the Gear Lever to the Down position, system
will work to pressurize the low-side.

❏ Test Manual Run See the effect of just running the pump for 20ms or 30ms on the
pressure level. (You can only press the button on the active side)

❏ Fine tune the system with the desired set and re-start points. On our Lancair 360
with an initial small pump, ¼ OD aluminum tubing, I have the High-side to stop around
the 1400 PSI level, and restart 800 PSI.  Low side to stop 700-800 and restart 300 PSI.
20 Seconds for Run-time as my gear takes 15 seconds to go up.    Note on some
systems, if you need a higher-level pressure you may need to tighten the relief valves
inside the pump as they may open when pressures reaches 1200 or 1300 PSI, if you
unable to get the pressure higher than that and the pump is not stopping, most likely it's
the relief valve kicking in.

❏ Remember to disable the airspeed safety switch bypass. So it's now Active.  Good
chance to test it while on Jacks.  Remove the bypass and put the gear Lever to Up
position, the App should show OFF (not UP) on Gear Status, as no power should be
coming to the Controller from the Gear UP position if the air-speed safety switch is
operational.
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Limited Warranty / Disclaimers

Microkit Solutions LLC warrants this product for materials and workmanship
for a period of one year starting from the date of installation. Microkit
Solutions, at its sole discretion, will either repair or replace this product if
found to be defective due to material or workmanship during this period and
under normal use.

This limited warranty does not cover units which have been opened,
disassembled, altered, modified, or tampered with in any form.  This
warranty does not apply to cosmetic damage, damage caused by accident,
misuse, abuse, fire or flood, theft, improper connections, or installation
errors.

All repair and/or replacement under this warranty are free to the customer.
However, the customer is responsible for any shipping charges and any
related removal and reinstallation costs.

This warranty covers the original purchaser only. This limited warranty is
not transferable to subsequent purchasers or owners of this product.

MICROKIT SOLUTIONS LLC, ITS STAFF, DEALERS, RESELLERS AND
THEIR STAFF IN NO EVENT SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY
WARRANTIES, REMEDIES, DAMAGES, DIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL, OR INDIRECT RESULTING FROM THE USE, OR
INABILITY TO USE AND/OR MISUSE OF THIS PRODUCT
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THIS LIMITED WARRANTY AND CONDITIONS ARE EXCLUSIVE AND IN
LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, REMEDIES AND CONDITIONS,
WHETHER ORAL, OR WRITTEN, EXPRESS, OR IMPLIED.

SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO PART OF THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS
MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

IMPROPER USE OF ANY SYSTEMS OUTSIDE THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER
RECOMMENDATIONS OR SETTINGS MAY RESULT IN FAILURE WHICH CAN CAUSE LOSS
OF CONTROL OR ENGINE STOPPAGE RESULTING IN SYSTEM DAMAGE, AIRCRAFT
DAMAGE, PROPERTY DAMAGE, PERSONAL INJURIES OR DEATH.  ALWAYS FOLLOW
ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDATION. USAGE OF ANY MICROKIT
SOLUTIONS LLC PRODUCTS OUTSIDE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER’S SETTING IS AT
OWN CUSTOMER RISK.
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